Next-Generation 5G Wireless Internet
Is your business ready for one of the most disruptive technologies since the invention of the Internet? 5G wireless Internet is dramatically changing the technology landscape by enabling 20x faster speeds and stronger signal strength. 5G will be essential to the adoption of smart cities and Internet of Things (IoT) connected devices.

Adding or Switching Mobility Providers?
Time for an upgrade? End of contract? Not satisfied with your current wireless provider? Whatever the reason, GCG delivers the best wireless plans, services, and devices from all major wireless providers – Verizon, AT&T, T-Mobile, and Sprint. Demo services and devices before you sign.

Mobile Expense Management (MEM)
For many businesses, analyzing minutes, data usage, rates, and charges against your contract is next to impossible. GCG delivers comprehensive mobile expense management solutions to help you clearly identify billing errors and overages resulting in significant cost-savings.

Mobile Security & Device Management
Smartphones, tablets, and other devices carry serious risks of hacking and data breaches. It’s time to ensure that your business and critical data is protected with the latest mobile security software to reduce internal and external threats.